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Abstract. To have impact, a grand challenge should provide a way for diverse research to be integrated in a synergistic fashion. Synergy in the JML project comes
from a shared specification language, and thus holds several lessons for the verifying compiler grand challenge. An important lesson is that the project should
focus considerable resources on specification language design, which still contains many open research problems. Another important lesson is that, to support
such a specification language, the project needs to involve groups doing research
on extensible compilers and integrated development environments.
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Introduction

Hoare’s verifying compiler grand challenge is “the construction and application of a
verifying compiler that guarantees correctness of a program before running it” [1, p.
63]. This challenge is of such a broad scope that a project meeting the challenge would
involve “a significant section of the research community” that would “work together
towards a common goal, agreed to be valuable and achievable by a team effort” [1, p.
63].
This position paper focuses on one way that these researchers could work together,
drawing lessons from the experience of the Java Modeling Language (JML) project
[2,3]. These lessons are relevant because the JML project, although smaller and less
ambitious, has many parallels with the verifying compiler grand challenge.
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What Kind of Specifications?

To verify a program, one must have a specification. The specification can be implicit,
such as that the program should not encounter unexpected exceptions due to obvious
program errors (such as dereferencing a null pointer or indexing an array beyond its
bounds). But finding such bugs is possible with existing tools, such as ESC/Java [4].
While such tools are a subject of current research and engineering, they hardly constitute a grand challenge at this point. Therefore, implicit in the grand challenge are interesting specifications, written in some specification language. Examples of interesting
specifications include specifications of functional behavior that involves data values and
specifications of safety properties that describe synchronization of concurrent threads.
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The main cost of such interesting specifications is that, in general, they cannot be
automatically generated. Instead, they must be written, to some extent, by humans. The
reason human input is needed is that only humans can judge the intent of a specification.
For example, consider a square root routine. A particular implementation may produce
roots with 7 decimal digits of accuracy, but only a human can decide if the intended behavior is 7 digit accuracy, rather than 5 or 10 digit accuracy. Put another way, interesting
specifications describe the set of all acceptable implementations abstractly; the intent
behind this description allows them to be used as contracts that govern future evolution of both implementations and clients [5]. Ultimately these contracts are a matter for
human judgment and negotiation.
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Why Design a Specification Language?

Strictly speaking, the grand challenge can proceed with only a few interesting specifications. For example, a group of experts might specify the Linux kernel or write a few
other interesting specifications as tests of verification technology. If the focus of the
project is solely on proving programs correct, then a small set of such specifications
would be adequate, and the costs of writing the specifications and designing specification languages could be largely ignored by the project.
However, we believe that including specification language design is necessary to
maximize the project’s impact, and would also have several other benefits.
The relationship between the project’s potential impact and including specification
language design in its scope can be seen by considering the alternative. Suppose that
the project only works with a small set of test specifications, and does not provide
an easily-usable, well-documented specification language. Assuming that the project
succeeds, then how can programmers apply its verification technology to code that does
not implement the test specifications? In this scenario, such applications might still be
very costly, as programmers would have to write new interesting specifications, which
we are assuming would be hard. Hence many programming projects would not be able
to cost-effectively use the new verification technology.
Another benefit, not to be overlooked, is that a specification language is a good
way to coordinate efforts among different verification tools. This is one of the main
lessons of the JML project, which has been fairly successful in coordinating the efforts
of diverse research groups [2]. Having JML as a common specification language allows
these groups to also share users, and thus have a larger pool of users to test their ideas
and to obtain feedback. It also facilitates the exchange of ideas among research groups.
Therefore, we believe that one of the project’s overall goals should be to make it
easy (inexpensive) and valuable (cost-effective) for ordinary programmers to write interesting formal specifications. One milestone would be to replace most informal documentation with formal specifications, while decreasing the overall cost of program
development and maintenance, since at that point formal specifications become economically attractive.
Achieving such a goal requires efforts in education, language design, and tools. The
educational effort needs to address documentation and training issues. This implies that
documentation of the specification language, including examples, should have a high
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priority. It also implies that tutorial and teaching materials should have a high priority.
This also presents an opportunity include in the project people interested in computer
science education, with the goal of integrating more formal methods training into the
standard computer science curriculum. One promising approach to doing this would be
to promote undergraduate textbooks that use formal specifications.
The specification language design and tool-building efforts should have as their
overall goal making it as easy as possible for programmers to read and write interesting
specifications, in order to minimize educational costs. In the rest of this position paper,
we will focus on these language design and tool building problems, since they are the
ones we have the most experience with in JML.
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Nature of the Specification Language

Assuming that the project will devote some effort to specification language design, we
now consider what kinds of specification languages would be suitable, and whether
there should be a single specification language.
A basic decision is whether the specification languages should be tailored to some
specific programming language. That is, should they be interface specification languages (like Eiffel, Larch/C++, or JML), or should they be languages that are independent of any particular programming language (as are VDM, Z, or OCL)? Perhaps
the specification language could even be that of some theorem prover, such as PVS or
Isabelle?
We believe that the specification languages should be interface specification languages. The great advantage of an interface specification language is that it can specify
details particular to some programming model, such as exceptions, visibility restrictions, encapsulation, and typing. Furthermore, an interface specification language can
be translated into the input of various theorem provers and other tools, serving as a
common front end for them. From the perspective of the verification tools, it may be
possible to achieve some of the benefits of an interface specification language, while
being somewhat language independent, by targeting an execution platform, such as the
Java Virtual Machine or Microsoft’s Common Language Runtime. However, even if
the language targeted such an execution platform, to have impact on programmers the
project would still require user-level specification languages that map to such platformlevel languages.
One of the lessons of the JML project is that focusing on just a single specification
language allows that language to serve as a central coordination mechanism for diverse
groups of researchers. The common language:
– gives these groups a lingua franca in which to present semantic issues and toolbuilding issues,
– provides fresh insights as various technologies can be compared and contrasted
through how they deal with common language features, and
– relieves groups of some of the tedium of fine-grained language design, which frees
them to innovate in specialized areas.
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Therefore, for the remainder of this paper, we will assume a single specification
language targeting a specific programming language. Most of the arguments we raise
will also apply to a lower-level specification language that targets an execution platform.
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Problems in Specification Language Design

A major lesson of the JML project is that, even for sequential programs, the design
of interface specification languages is still an interesting and quite difficult research
problem.
The overall problem for specification language design is how the language can give
its users sufficient value to justify the cost of specification. This is hard because, in our
experience, the costs of writing a fairly complete functional specification of program
behavior is usually about the same as that of writing the code to implement it. Therefore,
it is necessary to either reduce these costs or to provide a wealth of tool support to
compensate.
JML’s approach has been to provide a wealth of tool support. This tool support
works to both decrease the cost of writing specifications (for example, by improving
the reporting of errors in specifications) and increase the usefulness of specifications
(by using them to derive testing oracles and to generate documentation, among other
things).
In addition to this tool support, JML is also designed to be easy for Java programmers to adopt and use. The main technical ideas here are to use an extended subset of
Java expressions for assertions (drawing on the Eiffel experience), provide mathematical models as Java classes (drawing on the Larch and VDM experience), and prohibit
side effects in expressions used in assertions [3].
Techniques for avoiding side effects in JML assertions are rather draconian at the
moment and need refinement in order to be practical. The basic problem is that in a
language like JML, one must be able to call methods in specifications. For example, to
specify Java collections, one must be able to call the equals method on Objects.
However, because of the specification inheritance used in JML to guarantee behavioral subtyping [6,7,8,9], saying that Object’s equals method is free of side effects
means that no side effects are allowed in any overriding equals method [3]. We are
working on allowing side effects that are not observable, which would allow caches in
such methods, based on work by Barnett, et al. [10,11].
Another area of ongoing research is how to specify frame axioms (modifies clauses)
and invariants in a modular fashion. To achieve modularity for frame axioms, there are
several current approaches. The Boogie method [12,13] uses new language statements
(unpack and pack), a dynamically unique object owner, and explicit specification
of what objects are threatened by a method. While this makes soundness clear and is
very flexible, it is (at present) fairly tedious to use in practice. Like the Boogie method,
other techniques [14,15] seem to involve some control of aliasing. The same seems true
of a modular treatment of invariants. Again, the Boogie method is more explicit, and
also uses unique ownership, and other methods [16] also rely on control of aliasing.
In any case some integration with alias control is necessary to prevent representation
exposure. Thus these problems and current solutions seem to lead the research into the
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realm of alias-controlling type systems [17,18]. However, such alias-controlling type
systems and their integration with specification languages are still a very active area of
research. The work on JML cited above [15,16] builds on one such research project, the
Universe type system [19].
Another notable area of research is how to specify and verify callbacks. Higherorder features, and especially callbacks, are well known to cause difficulties both for
practical programming [20]. In specification, the main problem is that the specifications
become highly parameterized [21,22], and hence difficult to write and read. In JML we
are pursuing the “grey-box approach” [23,24,25]: writing specifications in a refinementcalculus style as abstract programs, but interpreting the internal callbacks as observable.
All the above issues in specification language design apply to specification languages for sequential programs. Another host of issues enters when one tries to specify
concurrent programs. The JML effort has mostly ignored these problems, because it has
focused on a sequential subset of Java. However, one problem that is important for concurrent programs is also a problem for sequential programs: how to specify orderings
of events. That is, the ability to specify permitted sequences of operations would be
a useful adjunct to traditional Hoare-style specification languages. Some specification
languages have used finite-state machine descriptions for such sequencing [26]. Temporal logic is a widely-known formalism for such sequence specifications [27], although
other formalisms may be easier for ordinary programmers to write and read [28,29].
There has been some preliminary work in JML on this [30].
Beyond these issues in functional specification languages is the largely unexplored
territory of specification languages that combine features for specification of both functional behavior (including data values) and concurrency control (including safety and
liveness). Most specification languages and tools address only one of these areas. However, modern software requires a specification language that can help integrate techniques from these two disparate camps. A start towards this problem in JML is found in
the work of Rodrı́guez et al. [31]. This work uses atomicity to reduce reasoning about
concurrent programs to the sequential case.
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Keeping up with Evolution

As we argued above, to have maximal impact on practice, a specification language and
its tools must be designed for practicing programmers. The problem is that widely-used
languages and their programming environments evolve rapidly, and it is difficult for
researchers to keep up with industrial evolution of languages and development environments. This is the case for any “standardized” language, such as C (since the standards
committees issue a new standard roughly every 5 years), and perhaps more so for languages that are not standardized, such as Java.
The history of the JML project provides several lessons related to this problem.
The JML project started in 1998 as an outgrowth of work on the interface specification
language Larch/C++.1 Larch/C++ was an interface specification language tailored to
the specification of C++ modules. C++ was originally chosen because it was a popular
1
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object-oriented language, and we believed that we could have maximum impact by
working with real problems in a broadly-used language.
However, the size and complexity of C++ presented great problems for our tool
building efforts. In particular, the grammatical complexity of C++ presented enormous
difficulty. In practice, another large difficulty was the unsafe nature of C++, which complicated specifications in many practical ways.
Thus when Java became available, we abandoned work on Larch/C++ and started
work on an interface specification language tailored to Java—JML. Java was (at the
time) a much simpler language than C++, which initially seemed to solve many of the
tool problems.
Unfortunately, Java has since grown much larger than it was originally; furthermore,
it has grown rather quickly. Indeed, the latest release of Java (version 1.5 also known
as Java 5) introduces several non-trivial features, so it is challenging for an open-source
project like JML to keep up. This dilemma is likely to be faced by the verifying compiler
challenge also. In short: (a) in order to have impact, it is helpful to target a popular
language, (b) but one way that a language stays popular is by evolving rapidly. This puts
great pressure on fundamental tool support: parsing and basic compiler infrastructure
have to be frequently updated to track the language’s evolution.
Another issue for practical adoption is building integrated development environments (IDEs). Few modern programmers use the traditional command line compilers
and old-style text editors; instead they demand integrated support for editing, compiling, and debugging (to say nothing of version control, support for refactoring, etc.).
Thus, to have an impact—indeed, just to have users—tools must fit into some IDE.
Like languages, IDEs are also evolving rapidly, as evidenced by Eclipse2 . Thus, while
it is not a grand challenge to produce a state-of-the-art IDE, the project must keep up
with their evolution.
The lesson we draw from this is that the project must have groups that are interested in building and maintaining basic compiler tool and IDE support. Researchers
in formal methods are not interested in building basic compiler tools and IDEs; so the
project must find people who are interested in these issues, in order to help the formal
methods researchers stay focused. That is, formal methods researchers need help from
some groups that are dedicated to providing up-to-date and extensible compiler support.
These groups could track changes in programming language(s) and relieve some of the
pressure in dealing with the evolution of popular languages. Similarly, formal methods
researchers need help from groups that are dedicated to providing extensible IDEs.
The need to interact with researchers in extensible compilers and IDEs should be
seen as an opportunity to involve more areas of computing in the grand challenge. One
way to convince researchers interested in compilers to work with the grand challenge
is to let them see additional opportunities for optimization and for exploring language
extension techniques. Extensibility is needed not just to track evolution in the programming language, but also to allow experimentation in specification language design. Similarly, IDE researchers might be attracted to the grand challenge if they see opportunities
to experiment with extensibility, or to improve the programmer’s experience through
improved error reporting, specification-enabled visualization, or editing mechanisms.
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It is a fortunate fact that, at least in the United States, compiler research and formal
methods research are housed in the same division of the National Science Foundation.
It will be easier to get support for a grand challenge if we can find ways to involve
compilers and other subareas of computing (such as education and human-computer
interfaces).
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Conclusions

To summarize, the grand challenge needs interesting specifications as tests of its verification technology. To have maximum impact, the grand challenge should have as
a goal making it easy and cost-effective to write such interesting specifications. This
necessarily involves some effort in specification language design. We listed some of
the research challenges in specification language design from our experience with the
JML project; the grand challenge should not assume that specification languages are
completely understood and adequate.
The lessons from the JML project also indicate that the verifying compiler grand
challenge should involve researchers in extensible compiler technologies and IDEs.
Work in all these areas is necessary for the project to have a practical impact worthy of
being a “grand challenge.”
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